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Letter to the Editor 
Nonexistence of Best Rational 
Approximations on Subsets 
Let Y be a compact subset of [O, I ] and C( V) the space of continuous 
functions on Y. For g E C( Y) define 
11 g ~,I, == SUp{i g(X) : .Y G yj, iI CT II: 7 ,i cq ihll . 
Let &lZIO, 11 be the family of ratios /I/(/, p a polynomiai of degree : .: II, q a 
polynomial of degree :< YII, c/(x) I- 0 for 0 1 SC ::< 1. The Chebyshev approxi- 
mation problem on Y is for given,fr.: C(Y) to find an element r* of R,,,‘l[O, l] 
such that i/j Y I/). is minimized. Such an element Y* is called best to.f’on Y. 
DEFKNITION. An element r of K,P,ij[O, I] is called ~~~ge~?e~~r~ if it can be 
expressed as y,/q, p of degree -.z rr, q of degree c: III. 
In [2] it is shown that if the best approximation to -f’ on [0, I] is 
nondegenerate, then best approximations exist to j’ on all sufficiently dense 
subsets Y. We now consider the case where the best approximation Y* to,f 
on [0, I] is degenerate. A point x is called an extremwz of,f - r* if 
If the set of extrema of,f’- r* is a union of closed intervals of positive length. 
it is readily seen that all sufficiently dense subsets Y of [0, I] contain a set of 
(alternating) extrema off - P* and so Y+ is best on I’. We consider the more 
typical case where endpoints are extrema and the extrerna are isolated. 
DEFINITION. Let X,, C [0, 11. We say {.X,i - > [O, I] if- for any s E 10, I] 
there is a sequence (-)iA: + .X. -‘if; E Xi: . 
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lhere exisis a sequence (X,(1 + [0, l] such that no best approxinlation ,exists to 
f on x,. . 
Proqf. Assume without loss of generality that 0 is an extremum and 
f(0) - r*(O) > 0. Let e -= f(0) - r*(O) = 1i.f - r* /~ ,
Let r* be represented by p*/q*, p* of degree II - 1: q* of degree HZ - I, 
y*(x) ;z 0 for 0 : I x 1, y*(O) = 1. Define 
r,(x) = r*(x) -- [e,l’]/[x + l/j] q*(s). 
As r* is degenerate, rj E RTnn[O, 11. 
Denote the norm on Xk by 1; Ilk. We have rj(O> -f(O) and r,(x) --f r*(s) 
uniformly for x E X,. N {0}, hence {,i,f‘ - r, I’/< --L e - l/k. Let Y’* have 
alternating degree I then there exist slk < ... < xl& E X, on which ,f - r* 
attains alternately -e + l/k and e - I/k. Let x,) :z 0. By the generalized 
lemma of de la Vallee-Poussin [ 1, p. 2261, we have for r E R,,,“[O, 11 ~a r*, 
max(!f(,ql) - r(xiA)! : i :- 0 ,..,, /I --. min{if(xZh) - v*(-ui”‘)i : i = O,..., 1) 
= e -- 1 /k. 
Since f(0) - r*(O) = e, there is no r t R,,“[O, 11 with !;,f’ - r ij,; = e ‘- l/k, 
that is, no best approximation exists on X, . 
The set X, of the theorem is infinite. We are also interested in finite sets 
with similar properties. If we let 
then Y, is a finite set, Y,; C Y,,, , {Y,] - [0, I], and best approximations do 
not exist on Y, by identical arguments. 
It should be noted that the results (and proof) of this paper can be extended 
to approximation by other alternating families, in particular to exponential 
sums. 
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